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Abst ract - -The  BBM or regularized long-wave quation 
ut ÷ ux q- UUx - Umxt = O, x C ~, t >0,  (0.i) 
~(~, 0) = ¢(~) ,  ~ ~ ~, 
was originally proposed as an alternative to the Korteweg-de Vries equation in describing small- 
amplitude, long surface wave propagation. Its well-posedness in H 1 (R) and L2 (R) have been studied 
by many authors. In this paper, I consider the BBM-equation while the initial data ¢ is a periodic 
function on line R. The result is that if ¢ is Lebesgue measurable and square-integrable within one 
period interval, then equation (0.1) is globally well posed in time t. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords--BBM-equation, KdV-equation dispersion relation, Fourier-multiplier. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
1.10 I n t roduct ion  
The validity of the regularized long-wave quation or BBM-equation 
Ut ~- Ux q- UUx -- Uxxt  : 0 (1.1) 
was discussed by Benjamin et  al. [1]. In the analysis following its derivation, they showed (1.1) to 
be globally well posed in the Sobolev class HI(]~) and in spaces such as Cbk(]~)N Hr (~)  provided 
r _> 1. The purpose here is to establish global well-posedness results for (1.1) when the initial 
data  u(-, 0) = ¢ is periodic and Lebesgue measurable on ~, and square-integrable within one 
period. The idea is inspired by the recent work of Bona and Tzvetkov [2] concerned with (1.1) 
in L2(R). 
In the present paper, solutions of (1.1) in the periodic frame 
oo  
u(x,t) = x (1.2) 
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will be studied provided that the initial data is 
u(x,0)=¢(x)---- ~ ~e (~/~)~, 
n~- -OO 
(1.3) 
where 21 > 0 is the fundamental period and Cn = (1/2/)ff-t ¢(x) e(~/l)~ dx are ~s Fourier 
coefficients. We use bold-faced letters to connote the corresponding Fourier coefficient sequences. 
For example, • = (¢n) : (¢n)n=-oo and u = (un) = (Un)n=-oo where Cn are just given and 
u,~ = (1/2/) j(l z_ u(x)e (~'~/l)~ dx. 
The plan for the remainder of the paper is the following. In Section 1, notations are introduced. 
In Section 2, problem (1.1) with periodic initial-vMue (1.3) is converted into a system of infinitely 
many algebraic equations. Local existence is then established for these associated equations by 
an application of the contraction-mapping principle in periodic based [2-spaces. Then, a priori 
bound is derived that leads to global well-posedness. 
1.2. Notat ion 
Let C be the complex number space. For 1 _< r < 0% the sequence space 
[~: a:(a~,):(an)n=_oo:anEC, I~nl~ < oo 
n: - -OO 
is a Banach space with norm 
As  usual modification, 
I a oo 
is Banach with norm 
sup ia~i < oo} --oo<n<oo 
ltalLoo = sup  iant < oo. 
- -oo<: :~<oo 
I f r~ l  ands~0,  
is Banach  provided with norm 
Ha' lr 's="a'{~= ( ~n=-oo '(l+'n])San[~)) :/~" 
In the case when s 0, Do = [~. For any 1 < r < oo, Lr(- l ,  l) is a Banach space consisting of all 
periodic and Lebesgue-measurable functions on R which are rth-power integrable on a periodic 
interval [-l, l] with the natural norm 
Similarly, L~ (-l,  l) consists of all measurable and essentially bounded functions with the modified 
norm 
lfLoo = esssup_K~<l If(x)l. 
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For any measurable and periodic function f with the period 2l, we use the bold-faced letter f 
OO to represent i s Fourier coefficient sequence. The relationship between f = (%) = (f~)~=_~ 
and f is 1[ f(x)e -(~'~rr/z)= dx, (1.4) f~ = ~ -I 
and 
O0 
f(x) = E f'~(x)e("~r/O:~" (1.5) 
In this just mentioned sense, we simply identify f with its Fourier coefficient sequence f = (fn). 
Let r > 2, r'  is its conjugate according to 
1 1 
-+7 7=1"r  
For any f = (f~) E gr, and f(x) = ~,~___~ fne-(in'~/O~, the following inequality holds true: 
(S; 1'. 
It implies that the mapping f --+ f from l,, to L,(- l ,  l) satisfies 
liB. < (21)l/'llfli~,. 
In this sense, we say l~, C L~. In the special case, when r = r' = 2, the mapping is bijection and 
the inequality is replaced by the equality 
If]2 = (2l)1/2[]aH2, 
in the above sense, 12 = L2. 
If X is any Banach space and T > 0 given, C([O,T];X) is the class of continuous functions 
from [0, T] into X with its usual norm 
II~llc([o,TJ;X) = max rl.,.,.(t)llx. 
O<t<T 
If T = 0% C([0, oo); X) is a Fr4chet space with defining set of seminorms 
p. (u )  = max ilu(t)lJx, 
0<t<n 
for n = 1, 2 , . . . .  The subspace Cb([0, oc); X) of elements of C([0, oo); X) which are uniformly 
bounded is a Banach space with norm 
Hut[c([o,oo);x) = sup Ilu(t)llx. 
t>o 
The Banach space C1([0, T]; X) is the subspace of C([O, T]; X) for which the limit 
= + h)  - 
exists in C([0, T]; X). It is equipped with the obvious norm. Inductively, one defines Ck([0, T];X) 
and, by analogy, Ok([0, oo); X) and Cbk([0, oo); X). 
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2. WELL-POSEDNESS FOR BBM-EQUATION 
2.1. Sys tem of Algebraic  Equat ions  Assoc iated to BBM-Equat ion  
The theory begins by converting problem (1.1) with the periodic-initial-value (1.3) into an 
associated system of infinitely many algebraic equations. For this, we operate formally and 
consider afterward the issue of whether or not the solution of the system of equations is the 
solution of the initial-value problem. 
Write the formal periodic solution with period 2l posed on ]~ in the form (1.2). On substitution 
into BBM-equation (1.1), it follows that for n E Z, 
l @ Un(t) -~- - -~T  %in -- 2 - -T  Un-kWk° (2.1) 
k=--cz~ 
Dividing 1 + (~n/1) 2 on both sides of the equation leads to the following: 
il~n u~(t) il~n 
~o(t) - z2 + ~2n 2 2 (~ + ~2~2) ~ ~-k(t)~k(t). (2.2) 
A formal integration in the temporal variable then yields 
where ~5 = (¢n) are Fourier coefficients of the initial data ¢. Then, the Cauchy problem (1.1) 
with initial condition (1.3) is formally replaced by (2.a). 
Let s >_ 0 and a = (an) C g~. The following inequalities will be found useful: 
I k (l+,n_k,)~a~_k(l+,k,)~ak 
E a~-kak = (1 + I~- kl)~( 1 + Ik])" 
k=--oo k=--oo 
(2.4) 
i ~ 1 
~(1 + Ikl)2'i~kl 2 - Itall~,~. < "(1 H][nl) s k=-  (1 + 
2.2. WeU-Posedness in ~-Space  
Suppose s > 0 and ~ = (¢~) E/~. Let A be an operator defined on C([0, cx));g~) such that 
for any u = (un) e C([0, ec); ~) ,  w = du  where w = (w~) = (w~(t)) are given in the following 
fOrlTl: 
w~(t) = ¢~ 12 +n~2 ~n¢) + ~ ~_~(~)~¢)  d~. (2.5) 
k--o<~ 
Thus, equation (2.3) takes the form 
u = d(u). (2.6) 
A solution of (2.3) comprises a fixed point of the nonlinear operator A in an appropriate space. 
Denote v -- (v~) = (v~(t)), where 
v~-12+n27r 2 u~+-~ un-kuk , 
inequality (2.4) indicates that ((1 + tnl)'v~) E g2, so, v E g~. It is seen that for any t > 0, 
w(t) = A(u) E e~; moreover, for any At > 0, 
{ t+At Wn(lJ + a t )  -- Wn(t ) -~ --i Vn(T ) dT, 
Jt 
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SO, 1( 
It implies that 
where 
Zrrlnl ) 
(1 + Inl) * (t= + n=~=)Ilull~,, • 
1 
llw(t + At) - w(t)ll=,~ _< ~At (lluli=,s + c(l)tlull~,,), 
c(l)= f i  (12+Tr2n2) 2 
(2.7) 
(2.s) 
lrrln ' ~ot(  1 2)  
zu +~=n2 (1 + I<)*>=(r)l + ~llu(r)lh,, dr. 
l J0t IIAu(t)ll2,~ = IIw(t)ll=,~ ~ I1~11~,~ + ~ (llu(r)ll~,s + e(01lu(r) l lE)  dr, 
where c(/) > 0 is given by (2.8). Therefore, 
1 
IIAulIY = o_<mL<aXT IlAu(t)ll=,, < ll~]12,, + ~T (p + e(Z)p2). (2.9) 
Letting v C Y and v # u, after some simple manipulation, for any t 6 [0, T], we have 
IIAu(t) -Av(t)ll2,~ < ~ (llu(r)-v(r)ll2,s +c(Z)llu(r) +v(r)ll2,~llu(r) -v(r)ll2,,)dr, 
taking the Y-norm, it gives 
= max []Au(t) - Av(t)[[2,, < 1T(1 + 2pe(1))llu - Vlly. (2.10) ~lAu AvIIY 
t6 [0,T] z~ 
Combination of (2.9) and (2.10) guides us to choose 
p = 211~'11~,~, and 
1 
T-  1 + 2pc(Z) '
in order to guarantee that A maps Y to itself and is contractive. Thus, the contraction mapping 
principle finishes up the proof. | 
for all n. It is adduced that 
1(1 + I,~l)~w,,(t)l < f(1 + In])~¢,~l-+ 
And hence, 
Thus, w : Au e C([0, oo); g~). The operator A maps C([0, oo); g~) to itself. 
THEOREM 2.1. (Local well-posedness.) Suppose s is a given nonnegative number and 4~ : 
(Ca) E g~, then there is a T = T([[~[]2,s) > 0 such that the operator A has a unique f~xed point 
in C([0, TI; gs), and the mapping ~ --+ u [rom the space g~ to C([0, T]; C) is continuous. 
PROOF. For any T > 0 and p > 0, let Y = YT, p = C([O,T];Bp) where Bp is the dosed ball in g~ 
centered at the origin with radius p. Then, Y C C([0, T];g~) is complete. We show that if T 
and p are properly chosen, the operator A maps Y to Y and is a contraction mapping. 
Let u = (u~) C Y be any element, denote Au by w = (w~), then inequality (2.4) indicates 
12+Tr2n lo t (  1 ) lu~(r)l+ 2(l+lnl)sllu(r)lh2s dr, 
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LEMMA 2.2. In Theorem 2.1, i /~  = (¢~) also satisfies that for all n, Cn = ¢-~, where the bar 
connotes the complex conjugate, then the fixed point of A, u = (un) = Au say, preserves the 
same property, viz., un = fz_~. 
REMARK. This means the periodic solution of (1.1) is real-valued if the initial periodic data is 
real-valued. 
PROOF. u is the fixed point of A, so the following equality holds true for all n: 
us(t) = ¢~ l~ + n21r 2 U,(T) + ~ U,-k(~-)Uk(~') d'r. 
k=--a~ 
Taking the complex conjugate on both sides, it yields that 
/:( ) - in  ~,~(~.) + 1 5,~--k(T)~k(T) dr ~(t )  = £ 1 +--fi--n)~ ~ ~=-o~ 
/:( 5 ) i ( -n)  an(~') + 1 f~n-k(~-)Uk(~') dz. = ¢-n 1+ (-np 2k=-~ 
The uniqueness of the fixed point implies that fi,~ = u_n for all n. | 
THEOREM 2.3. If(I' = (¢~)n C g~, and ¢~ = ¢_~ for all n, then the fixed point u of A is global 
in time and uniformly bounded, namely, u e Cb([0, c~); g21). 
PaooF. Theorem 2.1 guarantees that A has a unique fixed point u = (u,) C C([O,T];g~2) for 
some T > 0, which says that the solution of (2.3) exists locally in time. To prove the theorem, or, 
in other words, to extend the time length, it is necessary to estimate a priori bound of ][u(t) ll2,1. 
For this purpose, consider the identity 
~ ~ ) + --[- .nTr in,21 ~ 
=-z -Tu~- - -  E u,-kuk, 
for all n C Z. Multiply both sides by tin = fin(t) to obtain 
1+ 12 ) 5,u~(t) = .nrr 2 .nTr_ k=-o~ 
Summing up on n and applying the property u,  = ~_,,  it gives that 
1 d ~ ( n27r2"~ 12 .Tr oo oo (2.11) 
The right-hand side in the last form is absolutely convergent because 
In~.l ~ I~,~-k~kl < ~ ~'~ - (1+ Inl) ~ It"ll~,~. 
This allows us to sum both sides of (2.11) on n and interchange the order of the infinite summa- 
tions. Some simple calculation leads to the following: 
d-t~=_~ 1+ le ] lun(t)I  2=0.  
It is adduced to 
E 1+ l~ ] lu~(t)l~ = 1 + 12 ] I¢.l 2, (2.12) 
and 
2 max{l, It} aa 
!lu(t)ll2,, < ~ r T  ~ 2,i. (2.13) 
Ilu(t) H2,1 is seen to  be bounded and the bound is independent of time t. The standard extension 
theory gives u E Cb([0, oc); e~). II 
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THEOREM 2.4. Suppose s > 1, (I) = (¢~) E g~, and ¢~ = ¢_~ for ali n, then the fixed point u 
of A exists and it is global in time, or, in other words, it is expressed as u E C([0,  oo) ;~) .  
PROOF. From Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, there is T > 0 dependent on ][(I)1[2,~ such that the 
operator A has a unique fixed point u say, which lies in C([0, T];I~) and u~ = ~_n for all n. 
u = Au implies (2.1). On both sides of the latter, multiply by 2InPUts, where G = s - 1, and 
sum on n to obtain 
d--t ~ In12~ 1+ 12 ] lUnl2 = -2 i  l Inl2anlunl2 - i l ~ Inl2angn Un-kUk. 
The property Un - - - -  ~-n for all n reduces the last form to 
Inl ~ 1 + - -~]  I~1 ~ = - i~  Inl~=n~ ~_~ 
O0 O0 
71" 
=-~T ~, Inland" F, In-l~÷kl ~'u'~-k~k" 
n~- -O0 k~- -O0 
Not ing  In - k + kl ~ ~ 2~-1( In  - k t + Ikl), 
oo oo 
I~ -  k -F k l~ l~_~l  ~ 2 ~-a ~ (In - ~1 ~ + IkI ~) I~-~1 
k~- -c~ k=- -o¢  
= 2 ° ~ I~-  kV l~-~l ,  
k=- -oo  
it yields 
d I~I =~ 1+ I~1 = < 
dt . . . .  l 2 ) - 1 Inr+llunl In - k l~lun-kukl  
n~- -oo  k~- -oo  
1 Inl~+~lu~l~ 
n~- -00  
where 
In - kl~l~,~-~f 
: ~ ~ ~ In--klGlUn--kUklln--mlalUn--mUm 
k~-oo  m~-oo  ~ n~-oo  
1 
= I~1 ~ In12~+~l~'~l~ -< ~ (1+ Ikl) ~ Ilu(t)ll~,l 
k~- -oo  n~- -OO k~- -oo  
_<3llu(t)ll~,l ~ Inl2a(1 n27r2 
n=-~ + -7 )  t~,~P, 
g Inl 2~" 1+ i2 ] I~1 ~ 
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whence 
d-t ]nl 2~ 1+ 12 )lu,~[2_<2~llu(t)ll2,1 ]nl 2~' 1+ 12 ,] lu'~]2' 
Combination of the last inequality and (2.13) with Gronwall inequality implies that 
Ilu(~)ll~,~ ~ II'~ll~,se~fl 
where K = ~(ll~ll2,s) is a constant dependent on only [I~ll~,~, The standard extension theory 
finishes the proof. | 
Below is my main result. 
THEOREM 2.5. (Global well-posedness.) I f  ~ = (¢~) e f2 where ¢~ = ¢_~ for all n, then the 
operator A possesses a unique fixed point u say, global in time, namely, u E C([0, c~); f2). 
The method we are about to encounter is a kind of splitting technique adopted from Bona 
and Tzvetkov's recent work [2]. Before proving this theorem, the following two lemmas will be 
needed. 
LEMMA 2.6. For any given To > O, there is an e -- e(To) > 0 such that, K ~ = (¢~) E f2 with 
¢~ = ¢_~ for all n and 11¢t]2 < e, then the operator A has a unique fixed point u say, lying in 
C([0, T0); g2). 
PROOF. Theorem 2.1, the local existence theorem, guarantees that A has a fixed point u E 
C([0,T];~2) for some T = T(I[~]I2 ) > 0, though T was not given as the optimal number. Now, 
the interest is to see a more precise relationship between T and ]]~][2. 
Since the initial data ¢I, has property Cn = C-n, we know u~ = fi_~ for all n by Lemma 2.2. 
Multiplying both sides of (2.2) by ~ and summing up on n to obtain 
ld£ 
2 dt 
~ nZ~ ( 1~ } 
I~ l  2 -- - i  z~ + ~ I~'~1~ + ~ ~ ~-~ 
- -  } 12 +n2~2 un Un-kUk • 
?2~--OG k~- -O0 
(2.14) 
This is the same as ~ [lull~ < c(011-11~, 
where c(1) is given as in (2.8), It is adduced that 
Simplifying the last differential inequality, we have 
211~11~ 211'~11~ 
Ilull~ = II~(t)ll2 <- < 
2 - c(Z)ll,~ll~t - 2 - c(Z)II~II2T 
The standard extension theorem points out that for any To > 0 given, if 
2 
tl~ll~ < E -- c(0--~0' 
then 
(2.15) 
u e C([O, To);e2). 
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LEMMA 2.7. Suppose T > O, v = (vn) e C([0, T);g2), and g -- (gn) E ~1 are given; moreover, 
g,~ = .0-~ and v~ = ~_~, for a11 n. Then, the system of equations 
w, ( t )  = g,  /2+n2~r2 wn(7)+ V,-k('r)wk('r) + ~ E W~--k('rlwk(T) dT (2.16) 
k=--oo k=--oo 
has a unique solution w = (wn) say, lying in C([0, T); ~1), and wn = wn for alI n. 
PROOF. Let B be an operator defined on C([0, ¢); t 1) such that for any w = (w~) e C([0, ¢); gl), 
Bw = z = (z~) are given as follows: 
z~ = ~,, l~ + ~ ~(~)  + ~-~(~)~(~) + 5 ~ ~-~(~1~(~)  d,, (2.17) 
k=- -oo  k=- -oo  
then (2.16) is replaced with 
w = Bw; 
a solution of (2.16) is a fixed point of B. Choosing 
p = 211g112, 
and 
T = min T, 1 + 2max{/,~}llvlic([0,~];~.) + 2c(1)p ' 
it can be verified that the operator B is contractive on C([0, T]; Bp), where Bp is the closed bail 
in ~2 centered at the origin with radius p. Hence, there exists a unique fixed point w of B lying 
in C([O,T];Bp). In a similar way as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, it is shown that w,  = @_~ for all 
n. Next, to extend time interval [0,T], take the derivative with respect o t in (2.16) to obtain 
( ) inbr Wn(t) + Vn-k(t)wk(t) + ~ k w~(t) - 12 + n2~r 2 wn-k(t)wk(t) • (2.18) 
Multiplying the last equation with 2(/2 + 7r2rt2)zon and sum on n to obtain 
it is adduced to 
d ~ (/2 +~r2n 2) ,w~,2<lTr_ ~n=~ ]nffJn, 2) ~ ~ ,vn-kwk' 
<_ z~ ~l~n l  ~ I~kl Iv.~l ~ 
zz+~k~ IIv(t)H~ ~ (Z2+~k2)  l~kl 2. 
(2.19) 
Applying Gronwall inequality, it follows immediately that 
(L 2 + ~2n2) Iwnl ~ < ~le~l'v(')lr2 
n~- -oo  
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where 
= !¢=], and ~2= 12 +Trn 2 . 
Hence, Ilwl12 is finite in C([0,2r);e~), which is to say that [0,T] can be extended to [0,T] where 
v(., t) exists. The proof is complete. II 
Now, we come to prove Theorem 2.5. 
PROOF. Introduce two sequences 
and 
where 
(i) (N)(¢(N))  (N) oo 
are defined as 
and = = 
k ~ ] ,~=_~,  
¢ (N)=¢~,  i f [n[_<N, and ¢(N)=0,  i f ]n [>N,  
and 
¢(N) = 0, if Inl _~ N, and @g) = ¢=, if in[ > N. 
It is obvious that the initial data 
~--- cI~(N) -4- ~IJ(N), 
{~I/(N) } C g2, and lim ~(N) 0. 
N N---*oo 2 
for all N >_ 1; moreover, 
Consider the following two systems of infinite equations: 
z2+~ ~(~)+~ ~ ~._~(~)~(~) dr, (2.20) 
and 
wn(t) = ¢~N) z~ + n2~ ~(r )  + vn-k(r)wk(r) 
k~-oo  (2.21) ) 
k~--oo 
for all n C Z and N = 1,2 , . . . .  It is straightforward to verify that for any N > 1, if v (N) 
and w (N) solve the last pair of systems of equations, respectively, then the sum 
v (N) +w (~) 
is the unique solution of (2.3), or, the fixed point of A in g2. In fact, such existence of solutions 
locally in t ime are direct results of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.7, respectively. Furthermore, let 
T > 0 be an arbitrary number and c be sufficiently small as appeared in Lemma 2.6. As for (2.20), 
when N is sufficiently large, 
(I)(N) 2 < e, 
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then, by Lemma 2.6, the solution v (N) exists, is unique, and 
v(m c C([0,T);g2). 
As for (2.21), applying Lemma 2.7, it follows that there is a unique solution w (N) and 
w (N) • C ([0, T);g~). 
Therefore, 
U----W (N) + V (N) E C([0,T);g2). 
Since T is an arbitrarily positive number, the result is concluded, which is to say u E 
C([0, oo); g2). 
From the interpolation theorem, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2.8. If s • (0, 1), ~I, • g~, and ¢~ = ¢_~ for all n, then the fixed point of A, u say, 
lies in C([0, oo); g~). 
2.3. Regularity 
THEOREM 2.9. (Regularity.) 
rein 2.1. Then, for any k >_ 1, 
Let u 6 C([0,T];g~) be the solution of (2.3) described in Theo- 
dku(.) ( dk~tk(.) ) c¢ C ([O,T]; g~) -~  - -  E • 
PROOF. Because of Theorem 2.1, u is given locally in time as the fixed point of an operator 
of the form of A in (2.6) depicted in (2.5). The fixed point of a contractive mapping may be 
obtained as the limit of the sequence {u(N)}~=l generated by iteration 
u,l> _- A (o ) ,  = A (u(N)) (2.22) 
in the complete metric space where A is defined and is contraction mapping. Thus, it is Cauchy 
in C([0, T]; g~). The components u (g) of u (y) satisfy 
( e- + ~n~ ~N)(~) + ~ Z ~-k(~)~ (~) d~-, 
k=--oo 
and 
un (t) ihrn 1 
dt - /2+~r2n2 u(N)(t)+-~ u(N_)(t)u(N)(t) . (2.23) 
k=--oo 
For any N, j > 0, 
i 1 u(N+j)(.,t)_u(N)(.,t ) 2,s 
du(N+J__+l) (., t) du(N+l)(.,t) < 
dt dt 2,~ - 
+1c(/) u(N+J)("t)+u(N)("t) 2,s u(N+J)("t)--u(N)("t) 2,s' 
(2.24) 
where c(l) is defined as earlier in (2.8). {u(N)}~=I being Cauchy in C([0, T]; g~) implies that, for 
any j > 0, 
g-.oolim 0u(N+5+I)0t Ou(g+l)0t C([O,TI;e~ ) = O. 
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This means that 
is a Cauchy sequence. Denote by 
OI l (N)  
Ot Jg  CC([O'T];t~) 
Ou (N) 
w = (w~(t)) = lira 
N--+oo Ot 
Letting N ~ oc in (2.23), it comes 
il~rn 
w~(t) -- 12 + 7c2n 2u~(t) 
i l 7 rn  c~ 
2(/2 +~2n2 ) E U~-k(t)uk(t). 
k~--oo 
The uniqueness of the fixed point of A implies that w,~(t) - d==(t) for all t e [0, T] and all n. dt 
Therefore, 
du 
dt w E C ([0,T];g~). 
Inductively, suppose 
are convergent to 
{d~u(~)(t) dt 2 } N , " " , { dkUd~)(t) } n 
d2u(t )  d~u( t )  
- -  e C([O, Tl;e~), dt 2 , ' " ,  dt k 
as N ~ oc, respectively. Then, 
dk+lu (N+I) (t) _ ilTrn ( dku(~ N) (t) 
dtk+l (/2 + 7cUn 2) ~ 
1 
j= -~ m=o m!(k - m)! dt "~ dt a-m ] " 
(2.25) 
It is seen that 
dk+lu(N) } 
c C ([0,T]; g~) 
dtk+l g 
is also Cauchy in C([0, T]; ~). Denote by 
dk+lu (N) 
z=(z~)= lira 
N--+oo dt  k+ l 
and letting N -+ c~ in (2.25), by inductive assumption, we have 
Z n - -  (2.26) 
Again, the uniqueness of the fixed point of A means that 
dk+lu(.) 
dtk+l 
- -  = z e C( [0 ,T ] ;~) .  
The induction principle completes the proof. | 
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COROLLARY 2.10. For any s >_ O, K the initial data cI, = (¢n) E g~, and ¢~ = ¢_,~ for a11 n, 
then the unique solution u of (2.6) or (2.3) Iies in C°°([0, oo);e~). ;n particular, when s = 1, 
u e cg°([0, oo); e~). 
THEOREM 2.11. Suppose s _> 2, V = (¢,~) E g~, Y '~=-oo n2[¢n[ < oo, and ~)n = ¢-~ for all n. 
Let u = (u,~) be the unique solution of (2.6) or (2.3), then 
oo  
= E ~e'~"~/'~ e C ~ ([O, oo);C~[-~,;]) 
is the classical solution of (0.1) which satisfies the original BBM-equation (1.1) pointwise. 
PRooF.  The existence of u E C°°([0, oo); £~) is the direct result of Corollary 2.10. Equation (2.3) 
leads to 
So( ) (12+~=n2) l~,~(t)l<_(l=+~r2n2)lCnl+l~r I~'-',~(~)l+~Z~'lnl £ I~,,-k(r)uk(r)l dr. k=- -oo  
Noting that 
Inl ~ lu.-k~kl _< (l(n-- k)~,n-kukl + Ikun-kukl) = 2 ~ (Iku.-~l), 
k=-oo k=-oo k=-oo 
it follows that 
(/2 + ~r2ng.) lu~(t)l _< (z = + ~=n ~) I¢,l + z= Inu~(r)l + Ikun_k(r)uk(r)l dr. 
k=- -oo  
Summing up on n, it obtains 
o~ 
n~- -oo  
]kun-k(r)uk(r d'r 
n~- -O0 ]¢~--00 t{( 1  1,2( ,1,2 
+ Ikuk(r)l ~ I~.-k(r)l dr 
k~- -OO n~- -oo  
f0' - ~ ( t2 + n~)  1¢4 + 2l~ ([lu(t)ll2,~ + Ilu(r)ll~,21Iu(r)ll2,l)dr n~- -OO 
f0 'n~- -OC 
for any t > 0, where 
is a constant dependent only on li~112,~. The last inequality demonstrates that the solution 
of (0.1) in the form 
~(x,t)= ~ ~.(t)e<~/O 
n~- -oo  
is periodic in x with the period 2 /and twice differentiable, u(., t), u= (., t), u~ (., t) are continuous 
for all t > 0. It  is straightforward to verify that u satisfies (1.1) pointwise. The regularity theorem 
completes the proof. II 
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